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1 Executive Summary
In this deliverable, specific focus will be given to the different steps that have been taken to ensure the actual
optimization of the FBD_B Model platform. This task focuses on implementing the system with real product
examples identified in the four business cases in WP7 by inputting all the relevant information and
performing computations and developing and filling contents to the interfaces and databases. (2) You will
find the links to the demonstration of the FBD_B Model platform, (3) optimization with real case examples
on desktop and mobile app). In reference to the task 6.6: Identify weakness and optimize FBD_BModel digital
platform (M31-M36+3). For this task, we focused on identifying the weakness from the feedback and results
of the partners (4) Feedbacks from partners. The FBD_BModel digital platform improved and/or optimized
as much as possible within the project duration thanks to the identification of challenges, risks and
mitigation strategies implemented
For more detailed information, please refer to deliverable 6.3 about integration including technical choices
taken, deliverable 6.4 for all the questions about well architected framework, respect of best practices in the
cloud computing area, choices for architecture, security improvement throughout the project. Please refer
to WP7 and associated deliverables for all information in relation to the case studies.

2 Demonstration of the FBD_B Model platform
Results of the deliverable
The result of this deliverable is a highly performant SaaS Platform designed for Fashion Retail and
Textile Industry integrating IDS and SCPMS.
A Software as a service (SaaS) is a method of software delivery and licensing in which software is
accessed online rather than bought and installed on individual computers. The FBD_BModel
platform enables the dynamic interactions among consumers, designers and producers by setting
up multi-user interactive interfaces and virtual product demonstration platforms, which are able to
channel personalised smart orders of high value fashion textile products to the production
networks.A demo is available on request for the authorized persons.

3 Optimization of the platform with real case examples on
desktop, mobile application and widget
The optimization of the platform has been done with the use of real case examples available in the final
version ibn the desktop version and on the mobile app.
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3.1 FBD_B model desktop version real case studies integration
You will find below examples of real case studies implemented within the current version of the FBD-B Model
platform. Those saved projects demonstrate how the process flow works from beginning to end. The
technical path has been done so that all information can be increased and connected to other real case
examples in the future. For the purpose of the demonstration, you will find below the example for the
bivolino shirt.

Example of the Bivolino shirt with 3D view
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Example of real data from Bivolino case study integrated with the fabric data service:

Technically, the information on display on the FBD B Model is directly interrogating the UoM API,
which is then connected to the information from Bivolino, all happening in real time.
Same goes for the garment data service.
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3.2 FBD B model mobile app case study integration
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3.3 FBD B Model widget case study integration
See below the captions of the BtoC widget integrating real case studies from partners : examples below :
Bivolino, Kuvera, Beste
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4 Continuous improvement based on feedbacks from partners,
strategic technical choices, identification of challenges and
mitigation strategies
4.1 Interconnectability of diverse IT environments and real time data
visualization
Throughout the project, it has been one of the main challenges to ensure that all the work realized by all
partners was coherent all together and connectable with one another. There are many different ways to run
technical projects, and this interconnectability had to be at the heart of the technical considerations. All
partners already had existing IT systems in place, their own procedures, technologies preferred and it was
very important to ensure that all was connected at the end of the project. Similarly, some data provided by
different partners were sometimes in competition with one another.
The solutions provided were as follows: Use of Json files as a referential and the use of API connectors. A lot
of attention was also given to a workflow of data to ensure coherence and unicity. For more information,
see deliverable 6.4 and 6.3.

4.2 Review from partners, feedbacks and technical meetings
Another key principle the consortium has adopted is regular meetings. Initially, most of them were in
presentiel but then virtual meetings with the Covid situation. Those meetings were the opportunity to report
on progress and plan for the next steps. Main turning points for the technical meetings were in M30 after
the full review of the technical environments of all partners. Then the platform was upgraded into a SaaS
model giving more autonomy to the users.
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4.3 Keeping the price of the infrastructure manageable while performant
Another challenge to overcome within this scope was to respond to the needs of all partners while staying
on budget. Technically, all is possible but it was very key for the overall project to ensure that the
infrastructures costs were reasonable and manageable going forward. This is why the main component of
the platform is serverless technologies allowing the price to be in adequation with the usage. It is the concept
of pay as you go. Moreover, the use of serverless technology is an innovation in itself as it is the state of the
art technologies available on the market in terms of using native private cloud computing tools.

4.4 Security of the platform and compliance with regulatory frameworks
Throughout the project, security has been one of the cornerstones of the consortium concerns.
Different steps have been taken throughout the project on this specific topic:
-

Encryption process throughout the platform
Multi Factor authentication on the platform
Security of the cloud and security in the cloud
Respect of legislation including GDPR
Security of the data throughout the system including on the partner’s platform
Security check at different key stages of the platform development especially at the end of the
project
Respect of the rules of architecture through the security pillar of the Well architected framework
Reducing human errors thanks to automation

4.5 Design choices and consistency of the FBD
To create a clear path of instruction for users, a lot of consideration was given to the UI/UX design. One of
the challenges was to offer a clear path for users while using very complex and specific algorithms with easy
navigation.
One of the solutions was the adoption of a SaaS model.
For more information, see Deliverable 6.3

4.6 Scalability and evolutivity: going to market, opportunity to
industrialize the FBD_B Model in the future
Last but least, another challenge was to ensure that the delivered FBD_ B Model platform could be relevant
past the lifetime of the project. Technical choices were made in this direction. The second version of the
platform was actually thought to use components and drop down menus rather than hard code. More
information on this topic here. As such, this choice implied more time to develop the platform but was
actually a massive improvement in terms of its resilience. It ensures that no matter where the consortium
decides to go with the platform, everything can be incremented and customized very quickly. Serverless and
APIs are also supporting the evolutivity and scalability in the future.

***
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